Spanish Decor Sets Prom Scene

Prom-goers will dance to the music of Mary Stuart's six-piece orchestra until 11:30 p.m., says Margie Muntz, prom chairman. A midnight dinner entertainment by comedian Nip Nelson and his orchestra will follow.

Officers-Old, New...and presidents of interest groups will be honored at the annual Officers' banquet, 6 p.m., Wednesday, June 8 at the Hyde Park YMCA, 1400 East Fifty-fifth street. Bill McClosky will speak for the old officers and another new officer for the new, Chartly Moore will be master of ceremonies. Julie Dorfman is chairman.

Election Will Decide Yearbook's Name

Whether the name of U-High's yearbook will be returned to the original Correlator will be decided by U-High's student council. All-school election before the end of school this year, the Student Council determined at its May 12 meeting. The 1965-66 yearbook staff brought the proposal before the Council, a spokesman said, because it felt a major role of a yearbook is in maintenance of school tradition, and that the renaming of the book here has been haphazard and unsupported by any official school action. The present name of the yearbook, U-Highlights, adopted in 1941, a check of school files reveals, the book first was published, as the Correlator, in 1934, and carried that name through 1944. There was no yearbook apparently from 1947 to 1950, and when publication was resumed in 1951 a new name, U-Highway, was used. In 1953 again the new name was adopted.

Party To Welcome Next Year's Frosh

An advance welcome to next year's froshman class will be extended by the Student Union in the form of a graduation party for this year's pre-froshmen in the middle school, 7:30-10:30 p.m., Friday, June 3 in the cafeteria. Newly-elected officers of the union and a group of pre-froshmen representatives are planning the party, which is an annual event.

Promotions and decorations have not been decided earlier this week. There was no yearbook, school files indicate, and this break evidently led to another change, to U-Highlights. In 1943 there were two yearbooks, the Correlator for grades 7-10, and the Phoenix for grades 11 and 12. The name Correlator was intended to symbolize the correlation of the school's diverse educational experiments into one fruitful learning experience for the student. The Phoenix was named after the bird on the University seal.

If students do not approve reinstatement of the original name, U-Highlights will continue as the book's title.
Student Council Must Realize Its Potential

Elections are over and U-High has chosen its student government for the coming year. Hopefully the channels of communications will be broadened between the student body and administration. School eyes expectedly look hopefully toward the new student government. Perhaps next year it will realize its promise as a student government organization.

The Student Council never was intended to govern the school. That would be anarchy against the rightful administrators—the faculty—not democracy. Nor was the Council meant to fade away into nothingness because it felt it had power. Meaningful in formation comes when the Council has control over the student body and the student body is under its control.

Next year’s Council hopefully will concern itself with the broader areas of student concern as well as the day-to-day problems of student life at U-High. Broader concerns could keep the discussions of teenage drinking, the draft and failure of the student exchange program, seeking student views and formulating recommendations to the administration, the Council could widen its interests beyond issues of what to name the new building or fighting for a Coke machine. Seeking student views and making them known to the administration is a responsibility past Councils have failed to assume, with loss of prestige, influence and power the inevitable result.

The day-to-day problems of school life should not be ignored, however. A Student Council that can’t formulate an effective lunchroom supervision system and minimize the problems or entender the idea of control over to the faculty never will win student support. Demonstrating leadership in school life, not talent at playing the student government game, will win back for the Council the lost prestige.

A fresh start faces next year’s Council. A low ebb of prestige and effectiveness challenges it. It deserves the chance to prove itself.

PEARLS BEFORE PIGS

By Douglas Bolozt

There are some movies which this reviewer delights in discussing segregation and movies about the Nazi persecution of the Jews. I watch a film to be entertained, and the type of plot and character that usually accompanies these films are hardly along the lines of relaxation. This is largely because Daniel Rossen provides that characters are associated with a cause, in Segregation, Integration, Revolution. The amazing thing about “The Shop on Main Street” is that instead of showing that it takes a potentially horrifying subject and turns it into a story of what is fundamentally a racist and a racist’s situation to a racist.

The action takes place in 1942 Czechoslovakia, the part which Hitler has turned into a “model” puppet government. The hero, a carpenter by the name of Tono, has an ambitious brother-in-law who is the town’s Nazi Supervisor. Tono would be content to repair washstands and furniture, but his wife would like to emigrate to his brother-in-law, work for the government and live with the rich white citizens.

The brother-in-law finally does give Tono a job, that of Aryans Coordinator for a Jewish shop. Unfortunatel, this would mean that Tono would have to work with the Nazis and take the shop as his own Aryans hirelings. Instead, he be- come involved in the furniture business, and not long after he is arrested with the time. The film then goes on to show what helpless the Jews are in the hands of the Nazi Supervisor. Tono does not seem to see anything wrong with anything the Nazis have done. He is just a wimp. He does not see the emigration of the Jews is in the best interests of the Jewish community.

Jeff Stern

After watching my final drama production of the year, I was not entirely happy with other productions beyond my own. The speeches were good, and the candidates, for the most part, did a fine job in debating their qualifications for their office. "I really.,...", "I would...", but there seemed to be something lacking. Perhaps it was the student body.

To be sure, 755 students sat long with me for the hour, but where they were they really are? I think that the students were not entirely honest in their acting in exhibiting in sleep- ing, yawning or the math test, or sleep- ing, or reading, yes, it really did, or any one of a number of things aside from listening to the candidates’ speeches. Sure John Nowell drew an ovation when he urged students to go out and picketing, but the students, for the most part, were merely re- acting to their friends’ reactions.

Another facet of this year’s elections assembly was that it was one of the most scholarly assemblies I’ve seen. There was a period in which students may question the candidates. But this was not long enough time to ask questions thoroughly. I will be surprised if this period was limited to 5 minutes. And to top it off, it was truly ridiculous that all the ac- complishments of U-Highers through the year could not have been rec- orded in a passing eighteen minutes rather than in scheduling of the assembly.

By the time this column is published, the dust will have settled, the votes will be counted, and the voice of the Student Un- ion next year. To those of you who were defeated, don’t worry, the competition was tough, but it is the best that you will find to do. To the winners, congratulations and good luck next year. And when May comes around, to schedule the Elections Assembly is a little more carefully.

MELANGES

Elections Assembly Lacked Student Body’s Enthusiasm

By Jeff Stern

After watching my final drama production of the year, I was not entirely happy with other productions beyond my own. The speeches were good, and the candidates, for the most part, did a fine job in debating their qualifications for their office. "I really.,...", "I would...", but there seemed to be something lacking. Perhaps it was the student body.

To be sure, 755 students sat long with me for the hour, but where they were they really are? I think that the students were not entirely honest in their acting in exhibiting in sleep- ing, yawning or the math test, or sleep- ing, or reading, yes, it really did, or any one of a number of things aside from listening to the candidates’ speeches. Sure John Nowell drew an ovation when he urged students to go out and picketing, but the students, for the most part, were merely re- acting to their friends’ reactions.

Another facet of this year’s elections assembly was that it was one of the most scholarly assemblies I’ve seen. There was a period in which students may question the candidates. But this was not long enough time to ask questions thoroughly. I will be surprised if this period was limited to 5 minutes. And to top it off, it was truly ridiculous that all the ac- complishments of U-Highers through the year could not have been rec- orded in a passing eighteen minutes rather than in scheduling of the assembly.

By the time this column is published, the dust will have settled, the votes will be counted, and the voice of the Student Un- ion next year. To those of you who were defeated, don’t worry, the competition was tough, but it is the best that you will find to do. To the winners, congratulations and good luck next year. And when May comes around, to schedule the Elections Assembly is a little more carefully.

CONGRATULATIONS also are in order for Steve Jaffey, winner of the 4-year Cum Laude scholarship at the University of Chicago. Steve distin- guished himself not only as an hon- or student but also as an athlete at U-High and is certainly highly deserving of this recognition.

Let me also extend my congratulations to Joe Kenig and Wendy Baim, winners of the annual Athletics Award for senior leadership and a fine track season. Unfortunatel, there is a period in which students may question the candidates’ qualifications for office and platform, but this period was limited to 5 minutes. And to top it off, it was truly ridiculous that all the ac- complishments of U-Highers through the year could not have been rec- orded in a passing eighteen minutes rather than in scheduling of the assembly.

By the time this column is published, the dust will have settled, the votes will be counted, and the voice of the Student Un- ion next year. To those of you who were defeated, don’t worry, the competition was tough, but it is the best that you will find to do. To the winners, congratulations and good luck next year. And when May comes around, to schedule the Elections Assembly is a little more carefully.
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Let me also extend my congratulations to Joe Kenig and Wendy Baim, winners of the annual Athletics Award for senior leadership and a fine track season. Unfortunatel, there is a period in which students may question the candidates’ qualifications for office and platform, but this period was limited to 5 minutes. And to top it off, it was truly ridiculous that all the ac- complishments of U-Highers through the year could not have been rec- orded in a passing eighteen minutes rather than in scheduling of the assembly.

By the time this column is published, the dust will have settled, the votes will be counted, and the voice of the Student Un- ion next year. To those of you who were defeated, don’t worry, the competition was tough, but it is the best that you will find to do. To the winners, congratulations and good luck next year. And when May comes around, to schedule the Elections Assembly is a little more carefully.

Students have a right to demand and receive a better quality of education from the school and the school should be aware of this.

I am sure that a lot of the students who were elected last year probably will not be re-elected next year. This is a pity, but the election will be held and the students will have to accept the result. The only thing that matters is that the students get the best possible education and that the school gives them the best possible education.
TRYING a student who entered school during lunch, their most typical case, Student Board members discuss a penalty. From left, Terry Knebeler, Dick Townsend, Mark Kosmicki, Norm Espinato, John Reiner, Jill Schellfer, Sue Fink, Isabelle Schmid and Harry Richter, Amy Wright posed as the offender.

An hour in the Board’s detention hall is the usual punishment.

Lunchroom Violators, Others Keep Board Busy

BY DEBBIE GROSS
Students who enter the school before lunch period in over are the main problem of the Student Board this year, according to President Mark Kosmicki.

Though the rule of not entering halls during lunch is a routine one, it is violated so often that officials fill the Board’s schedule, Mark explains.

The Board, which meets every Wednesday morning, deals out discipline to students who have received referral cards from the Board’s monitors for breaking school rules.

The Board is composed of three students each from the three lower classes and four seniors.

Referral cards also are accepted from any student who sees another jeopardizing the rights and privileges of the student body.

Dean of Students Herbert Pearson has said that if all student organizations at U-High, the Board is “the most vital for the preservation of the students’ freedoms and privileges.”

This year the Board made plans to improve its service, but most of them never were realized.

In January an honor system was proposed in cooperation with the Student Council, which sponsors the Board, and the Student Union. A questionnaire sent to 79 teachers elicited only 23 replies.

“We thought it was a good idea,” Mark says, “but nothing ever came of it.

Mark later proposed a committee to improve the image of the Board, which because of the nature of its job encounters student displeasure.

“I tried for 3 weeks to get the thing started,” Mark recalls, “but time got turned down.” Despite these failures, Mark still feels the Board has an important school role.

“What it’s doing is safeguarding the students’ rights,” he feels. He describes the Board as a “buffer between the students and faculty. If the faculty had free rein, they’d be giving out suspensions right and left.”

Hope of unifying the Council, Union and Board into one organization have been discussed by the groups recently but no action has been taken.

Mark approves of the proposal, “Actually, they should work together a lot more.”
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PEACE TERROR - FRIDAY, MAY 27, 1966
Tennis Squad Scores 5 Wins

By Ted Bernstein

U-High’s hardhitters swept all five meets against Latin, April 28, here; North Shore, May 3, away; Francis Parker, May 19, here; and South Shore, May 19, here.

After these victories, the team headed for PSAL-finals Wednesday and yesterday at North Park academy. They were favored to win the title.

Against Latin, U-High took all three events. In the lst singles Peter Heydman won 6-0, 6-2; Charley Moore won the 2nd singles 6-0, 6-1; and Biff Levi and Dan Melzer were victorious, 7-5, 8-6 in the doubles.

North Shore’s lst single was no match for Peter Heydman who won 6-0, 6-0.

Dan Melzer took the 2nd singles, 6-1, 6-0.

 Doubles team of Tony Bennett and Charley Moore won 6-1, 6-1.

U-High defeated Illini 3-0. Pete Heydman won lst singles, 6-0; Charley Moore 2nd, 6-0, 6-1; and John Wachtel and Dan Melzer took doubles, 8-1, 6-1.

U-High’s rackettes, chaired earlier by Francis Parker, got their revenge, 3-0. Heydman won 6-0, 6-1; Moore won 6-1, 6-1; and the doubles team of John Wachtel and Tony Bennett won 6-2, 6-1.

U-High defeated South Shore 3-2; Heydman and Moore won 6-0, 6-2, and Wachtel and Melzer 6-1, 6-0, respectively. Joe Fing and Ernie Irons lost 1st, 6-1, 6-3 and 3-6, 3-6 respectively.

Doubles team of Wachtel and Bennett won 6-2, 6-1.

WHAT THE WELL-DRESSED Senior Sportsperson is wearing this spring is U-High sweetshirt. Designed by Robert Hutcheon, Kelly, who is admired at how well his creation for anything, for that matter), looks on Senior Class President Peter Heydman, the sweatshirt in a common sight around school, though not on the playing fields. No one wants to get his dirty. Sportswear, Pete’s lazy tennis ace and Robert as an outstanding soccer player.

Tennis Quiz

1. Name the first woman to win the U.S. Championships.
2. Which man has won the most U.S. Championships?
3. Which man has won the most Grand Slam titles?
4. Name the tennis player who has won the most Grand Slam titles in a single season.

Answers: 1. Helen Wills Moody
2. Roger Federer
3. Pete Sampras
4. Novak Djokovic

Athletes to Get Awards at Dinner

Highest in athletic ability, citizenship and scholarship describes the senior boy who will receive the Moulaw medal at the ninth annual Athletic Awards dinner, 6 p.m., Wednesday, June 1 at the Hyde Park YMCA, 1400 East Fifty-ninth street.

Two other major awards will be presented at the dinner. The Paul Derr trophy and Roberts-Black trophy.

The Moulaw medal, annually presented, is named after Dr. W. J. Moulaw, director of physical education and health physiology at the Lab Schools from 1913 to 1932.

Lab Schools Director Francis V. Lloyd and Fred Harper, Illiana, will present the award, first given in 1939.

The Paul Derr trophy, given since 1945, will go to the senior who has shown in the opinion of the physical education staff, the most outstanding ability in track.

The Roberts-Black trophy is another award for outstanding performance in track.

Individual citations will go to participants in soccer, basketball, swimming, track, tennis, baseball, golf and bowling.

Representative parents will be Dr. F. Howell Wright; for the faculty, Mr. and Mrs. Stanford Polk; and for students, Mr. William Zervas, physical education master at the Lab Schools.

Mr. E. J. Wachtel, winner of the 1937 University of Chicago Track Meet, will present the awards.

The Parents’ committee which is sponsoring the dinner, has received reservations by May 27 because the Y quarters accommodate only 250 people.

Title Beckons

Baseball Team

By Jeffrey Stern

Putting up the PSAL baseball championship, the Maroons headed Parker 6-2 loss May 19, making their record 7-9.

Parker had 2 runs on 5 hits. U-High had 6 runs on 9 hits. Peter Wolf started but was removed as he seemed to lose some control.

Terry Kuebler came in relief. The bases loaded and no one out at the box, but put out on a fly and a ground without a run scoring. Kuebler got the win.

Terry and Ron Leesman went 2 for 3 and Bill Bogan went 2 for 4.

In the fifth, back-to-back batters by Ron Elsamam and Ron Barnes put some icing on the cake and helped to ship the ball out.

Behind power hitting and fine pitching by Lefty Reed and John0 downed Illiana 6-0, there, May 15.

For only the second time this year the U-High boys got more hits than runs: 6 runs on 7 hits and 1 error. For Illiana the totals were no runs, 4 hits and 3 errors.

Wolf went three for three, making 7 hits for his 7 at bats, taking his batting to a .500.

Joe Belmont broke his slump, going 2 for 4 and getting 3 RBIs.

Kuebler once again put together some fine pitching for his 5th win against no losses. His ERA is .69.

Wolf and Barnes combined for good relief work for the last 2 innings as Kuebler’s arm was hurt.

The They’ll Probably Run to Meetings

You won’t be surprised if you see members of U-High’s newest interest group running to meetings. The 500 club, open to anyone interested in running (track variety) this summer, hopes to be an official school club by fall.

A goal of 500 miles for each of the 35 boys who turned out for the first meeting May 16, and a run to New York City and back in the fall, are the only firm plans.
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You won’t be surprised if you see members of U-High’s newest interest group running to meetings. The 500 club, open to anyone interested in running (track variety) this summer, hopes to be an official school club by fall. A goal of 500 miles for each of the 35 boys who turned out for the first meeting May 16, and a run to New York City and back in the fall, are the only firm plans.

The YOU’LL FIND THAT PEARL BECKMAN’S TIN CARD is in the great collection at... the JEFFERY CARD & GIFT SHOP

1440 E. 71st Street
SPORTING CHANCES

Good Teams Here Get Poor Support

By Jeffrey Stern

The tennis team is going to take the PSL and will send someone down states. The baseball team is going to take the PSL and will be among the better teams in the city. The track squads have won more meets than they have lost and could make the PSL finals.

The Midway has reported many wins this year for U-High's spring sports, but there is one category, not mentioned so far, in which they always lose...year after year.

That category is fan support. Basketball and swimming get fan support. As soon as it is warm, the Pop club seems to forget about the rest of the team. No signs about games to be played pop up around school as they do the rest of the year.

An average crowd at a baseball game is 25. At a track meet five hundred people may show up. At a tennis match nobody shows up. Pretty thin.

If the teams are bad and couldn't point to any wins this year then perhaps one could excuse poor attendance. But good teams certainly merit good support, the kind they seek at the spring at U-High.

In student time so valuable or getting chilly in unreasonable weather that much of an inconvenience that U-Highers must deny their teams the right of fans' support? The power of the fans in supporting the boys' eyes can't be denied.

If you want to find out when games are to be played (the Midway publishes all schedules available), just ask one of the players.

SPORTLIGHT

Joe Shines on Diamond

By Skip Moore

Joe Belmon, the 220-pound (all muscle, he says) senior, has been catcher for U-High's pitchers for 4 years.

Though he hit a .450 batting average this year, Joe usually can be counted on to excel at the plate.

As a junior, Joe batted .361, but among varsity baseball players, he became interested in the sport at the age of 9, playing center field on a little league team. "I wasn't much of a hitter then," he recalls. "I struck out my first 45 times at bat before I smashed one about 300 feet."

He's been smashing 'em ever since.

Kopa Gift Shop

distinctive gift items from the Orient and all around the world

1662 E, 53rd

MU 4-6856

PICTURE YOURSELF IN A SENO TUX

No matter where you go prom night, you'll go confidently in your handsome, custom-tailored formal wear by Seno. Continental styles in 12 colors—plaids, solids, checks.

SPECIAL PROM DISCOUNT
Audience Approves Acting, Direction Of Senior Play

BY JOANNA BRESLIN

Well-produced and well-performed, this year’s senior play, Jean Anouilh’s “Thieves’ Carnival,” elicited enthusiastic audience response at two performances, May 14-15 at the Lae school auditorium.

As noted in the program, “Thieves’ Carnival” is “a simple farce based on the premise that when real (practicing) thieves are placed among every day thieves (honest folk), the real thieves do not have a chance.”

AVOIDED PROBLEM

Since the play is light and romantic it would be easy to turn it into a co-medic mean section by playing it straight. Mr. David Kieperger, the director, avoided this problem by using exaggerated action and makeup which emphasized the humor and frequent ludicrous situations.

The production was carefully planned, and the scenes which depended on action, blocking, and timing almost always worked beautifully.

Lady Hurl, the bored, hysterical dowager at whose home most of the action takes place, was played wonderfully by Deirdre English. Her energy never slackened as she used her voice, movements and gestures to portray the excitable, strong-willed Lady Hurl.

As Gustave, youngest of the three thieves, Jon Kahn was sensitive and charming. Occasionally he rebelled too much on gestures and facial expressions to show emotional changes but he excelled this difficulty

THIEVES EFFECTIVE

Chats Goedt did well as Peterbou, leader of the robbers. He tended to rush his lines and actions, however, particularly on Saturday. The third thief, muzzle Hecato, was played well by Michael Tichenor. His coarse manner and ready smile were ap propriate.

Joyce Neubold was effective as Juliette, Lady Hurl’s youngest niece, and seems on than her relations and acquaintances.

On Friday Jerry’s early appearance looked like, but she even brighter and came through with a fine performance. Saturday found her less energetic and she sometimes rushed a line or swallowed it in an overly-bright manner.

ACTORS DIFFER

The part of Eva, the older niece, was double-cast. Claudia Leder, Friday, was hampered by a dowdy costume and inadequate makeup. Through no fault of her own, Juliette’s “You’re so much prettier than I am” seemed ridiculous.

Connie Coleman’s characterless rendition Saturday was marred by rushed, unintelligible delivery and lack of expression. Connie treated the part as a minor one, whereas Claudia approach it as major.

Jeff Stern, as pompous, dull Lord Edgard, frequently lapsed from character, especially Friday. His accent and tone were inconsistent and unpredictable.

HANN MANNIFICANT

As the grandson, social-climbing Dupont-Debox Sr., David Fitso was magnificent. His sweeping gestures and exaggerated bearing, plus effective use of his voice, added up to an excellent portrayal of a boy.

As his effeminate, foolish brother, Paul Kaplan was delightful. Alan contributing to the play’s effectiveness were Randy Snodgrass as the musically naive and provider worthless commentary; Dick Nicklin and Mike Perehutsky as the policemen; Amy Lipton as the Town Crick; and Laura Rosenberg as the nunsmaid.

Supporting Miss Gureman’s creative direction were hard-working production committees and technical crews and the student (assistant) director, Wendy Blum.

Reading Consultant Describes Ability File In Library Journal

Appearing in the April issue of School Library Journal is an article by Miss Ellen Thomas, reading consultant, titled, "Instructed Access to Student Reading Levels"

The article describes the reading-ability file used by U-High librarians. The file contains, for each student in the school, estimates of the student’s reading ability based on results of standardized tests. The information aide the librarian in helping a student select reading materials for curricular information or personal enjoyment.
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U-Highlanders!

Read "Why Can I Carry On The Way I Do?" by Joe Good during lunch at your favorite readout by Wendy Blum...an amusingly creative index by Debby Forman...our author Buff McNeary’s, Sonja Christy and Chris Goetz—have a lot to say, somewhere—and photographs which are distinctly not Paul Stander’s, in addition to having both a lot to work with it’s not so bad. There’s lots of places to write things anywhere.

He’s Got The Yearbook

Yearbook To Come June 7th

June 7 is the date announced for publication of the 1966 yearbook, "HIGHLIGHTS," by the yearbook staff. No book will be distributed before the close of school and no books will be issued until after June 7.

The book will be handed out after school to incoming freshmen. A number of the seniors will be marked for distribution according to grades and alphabetical sections, and others will be marked for distribution according to grades and alphabetical sections.

No book will be distributed before the close of school and no books will be issued until after June 7.

A table will be set aside for distribution of books to teachers Tuesday. Remaining books for teachers will be given to them and staff members on a first-time, first-served basis beginning Wednesday in the publications office, Field 146.

MUST SIGN

All books must be signed for. The staff must return 10 books for its files and scholastic press associations.

Last job before distribution for the "66 staff was correction of proofs 3 weeks ago. The staff was alarmed at the number of typographical errors but their adviser, Mr. Wayne Braxton, assured them the proofs were no worse than usually experienced by professional journalists.

Spelling errors on names made by the printer could be corrected by the staff, but they were not allowed to correct the misspellings they had made on the original copy.

very, many of whom will spend it on trips, parties, at the beach and posting.
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